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Here we stand just a few days from the inauguration of our 42nd President of the United States; a presidency that was won on a platform that called for "change" to set America straight on a new path toward goodness, righteousness, and justice for all. Our society, it seems, wanted new leadership—despite a decade that is unparalleled in history for world-wide change. Today, we enjoy less risk of full-scale international war than ever before. Yet at a time when Americans have never been as safe from the threat of nuclear war, we are at the greatest risk of harming ourselves and each other. Violence—doing harm and killing one another—is at epidemic proportions, and I hope to convince all of you that it is worse in scale than any previous war, and is truly American and grotesquely uncivil in its characteristics. It is a widespread epidemic in all communities, passively accepted by us, inspired by the media, no longer confined to our streets, no longer a minority problem—no longer a their problem. It is our problem.

Let me start by trying to define the magnitude of the problem. It is not simple, because there is no central repository for data on violence and largely we have to use violent crime as a measure. Of the violent crimes, those that result in death—homicide, suicide, and aggravated assault—provide the best and possibly only quantitative data. Our best source comes from murder.

Murder occurred at an all-time high rate in 1991, with 24,703 murders. That was a 5.4% increase since 1990. Although the murder rate was up 6% in our major cities, the largest increase, 21%, was registered in medium-sized cities. But even suburban and rural America felt the surge of man killing man. In a more dramatic view, over a 5-year period, the United States experienced a 23% increase in the murder count. Who were these people? About 80% were males and 50% were between the ages of 15 to 34 years, thus showing a disproportionate toll on our nation's young. By race, 50 of every 100 victims were black and 47 of every 100 were white.

As in all previous years, firearms, specifically handguns—a truly American culture characteristic—dominated as murder weapons. In fact, a firearm was used in seven of ten murders, with 55% of the total deaths resulting from handguns.

I will return to firearms in a minute, but I want to complete my description of the magnitude of the murder epidemic in our country, and I remind you that homicide is only the tip of the iceberg. Almost half of the murder victims in 1991 knew their murderer, and 34% were acquainted with their assailants; 12% were members of the same family; 28% of the murders of women were by husbands or boyfriends; arguments resulted in 32% of homicides, whereas only a fifth occurred as a result of criminal activity such as during a robbery or an arson attempt. As to the offenders, where data are available 55% of all those arrested for murders were under the age of 25 years. In fact, currently one third of all the violent crimes nationwide are committed by adolescents, people under the age of 21 years.

Murder is the tenth leading cause of death in the United States. Homicide ranks third among people 15 to 34 years of age. But even more striking, it is the leading cause of death for young black men, and recently the lifetime risk of homicide for black men in this country
was calculated at a rate of 1 in 21! These trends are not population linked. For comparison, the United States population increased by 20% from 1960 to 1980 and the homicide rate from guns alone increased by 160%. These are not urban based. This CDC map shows diffuse involvement throughout America (Fig. 1). This map displays the concentrations of murder by community for a 10-year period ending in 1987. The red, blue, and white
each signify a different percentile, with red representing communities having the highest incidence, that is, they rank above the 90th percentile for murders with a rate of 14.6–51.7 homicides per 100,000. The blue areas are the communities that rank between the 75th and 89th percentiles or 9.7–14.6 deaths per 100,000, and the white areas are those with significant numbers of deaths with a range of 0.02–9.7 per 100,000 (9.4 per 100,000 being the national average). If I had the 1990 or 1991 data figures, we might all be impressed at the spread of coloration. By comparison with other industrialized societies, the murder rate in the United States is six times that of Europe and seven times that of Japan (Fig. 2).

Time does not allow me to discuss each type of violent act, but the national trends for suicide, firearm assaults, rape, spouse abuse, child abuse, elder abuse, and on and on and on, are just as sickening and deplorable. We Americans are at war with ourselves—friend against friend, man against woman, brother against brother. Uncivil, this epidemic surely is!

Possibly the most American feature of this war, after its immense proportion, is the type of weaponry being used. As a nation, we are scaling down our military. As a population, we are arming up, and, as I have shown, harming ourselves at an astronomical rate. As an industry, the United States leads the world in the manufacturing of weapons and firearms, and at home handguns are the most popular and profitable. Each year the number of handguns and firearms for sale swells by about 5 million, of which one half are handguns. The National Rifle Association (NRA) proudly now estimates that currently there are about 210 million cartridge firing weapons in the United States; 65 million handguns, 70 million rifles, and 70 million shotguns. Of these, 30 million are semi-automatic (most commonly 9-millimeter handguns). Two out of every three households in the United States have a firearm. Is it any wonder that death by bullet is an epidemic!

The interdependence between the soaring homicide and suicide rates and firearms is supported by sound evidence. The fact is that the availability of a firearm almost guarantees that violence will be lethal! In an article in The New England Journal of Medicine entitled, “Handgun Regulations, Crime, Assault and Homicide: A Tale of Two Cities,” the authors compared the rates of firearm homicides in Seattle with passive handgun ownership laws with those of Vancouver, just a few miles away, a province with tight Canadian gun restrictions. The findings: the higher homicide rate in Seattle was almost exclusively accounted for by an increase in firearm homicides “south of the border.”

Although we fear street crime, the fact is that firearm death, as I have mentioned, is more likely to occur in one’s home and at one’s own hand or at the hand of a relative, acquaintance, or loved one. After excluding suicide, guns kept in the home—largely perceived as a means of protection—were involved in the death of a family member 18 times more often than that of an intruder and of the 24,703 homicides in 1991 only 327 were considered justifiable homicide, that is, private citizens defending themselves.

With all of this as a background, I want to focus on what I believe is the most prevalent preventable pathogen in the United States—the handgun bullet! handguns—now numbering 65 million—alone account for 24,000 deaths annually. Daily, handguns kill 65 American men and women. Daily, handguns kill one child. This toll far surpasses that of HIV. Handguns lead the list for premature death. Handguns are used in 700,000 violent crimes and cause an estimated 100,000 personal injuries per year.

Now, some would say that people are violent—not weapons—but let me demonstrate how the lethality of the current weapons renders us, the medical corps, impotent. First of all, more guns mean more crime and death. Second, the gun type affects the wound, the wounding pattern, and the killing potential. In 1985, 9-millimeter semi-automatic pistols were made commercially available. Since then, production has skyrocketed to in excess of a half a million per year (Fig. 3). Michael McGonigal from our group yesterday reported on the effect of the changing weaponry on the homicide epidemic in Philadelphia. He showed that since 1985, the 9-millimeter with its characteristics of easy concealment, low weight, rapid semi-automatic firing mechanism, and 15–17 bullets per clip has dominated as a means to kill—more bullets per body, more simultaneous wounding, more tissue destruction, more bleeding, and more death. You may recall two of his subtle points—2.7 shots per body and three times as many people die at the scene in 1990 versus 1985 if shot by an automatic weapon. The last observation is made by us with the depressing fact that between 1985 and 1990, Philadelphia saw the implementation of an effective trauma care system. Yet this clear advantage for life saving—the trauma care system—seems to have been lost because of the weaponry
that should never have been released to a civilian population.

Our country is not witnessing a wave of homicide and gunshot wounds, but a flood, with the water line, or I should correctly state the blood line, constantly rising. Accordingly, if there are 360 of you in front of me, one of you will die from a bullet and it will most likely be fired from a 9-millimeter handgun! I would contend that it is time that we, the trauma surgeons, take a stand on guns. Since antiquity, surgeons and physicians have been on the alert for pathogens, whatever their nature, and have acted on the premise that the identification of any harmful environmental agents would lead to measures that could and would eliminate and control them. But we seem to be lost, without direction, or afraid to respond to the bullet as a pathogen. I ask you, my fellow physicians, where are we? Where are America's priorities about guns (Fig. 4)? Communities are rapidly moving to restrict squirt gun sales but they are doing nothing about handguns. And our current undertaking to control guns
within this world (Somalia). Show me any other disease in the history of modern man with an annual death toll of 24,000 people that would not precipitate prompt action by government, medicine, and the American public. This country needs our sound medical leadership to reset our health priorities. If we can restrict pharmaceuticals, if we can place age restrictions on cigarettes, alcohol, and even driving to ensure the health of Americans, why can’t we restrict or forbid handguns?

The Brady bill or some similar federal gun control legislation is needed immediately, not as an encompassing act but rather as a “giant first step,” to say that we Americans will do something to slow gun violence. This first step must occur if we are to put a stop to the NRA’s stranglehold on gun control. No practicing physician in his or her right mind would support a group that interfered with legitimate medical research. How can any of us then support either actively or passively a group that blocks our efforts to eradicate this most vicious pathogen, the bullet?

But the Brady bill will act only as an accelerator and the fight needs continuation to face a myriad of gun control problems that only the federal government can address. To mention a few—the lack of control of interstate gun sales permitting some southern states to have literally no restrictions on the wholesale gun business. Two of the states, Virginia and Florida, welcome EAST members but because of their lax laws presently supply more than 40% of the military style weapons now being used on the streets of the northeastern major urban areas. Simultaneously, to achieve true gun control, we need laws that make the guns in circulation safer and especially child proof. Guns need anti-firing devices, locks, and so on. The technology is here. All we need to do is precipitate action. But a giant first step is pivotal. If other nations can enact effective gun control, so must the United States of America.

Because of the strong family nature of this association, I want to focus on something that I think affects each and every one of us personally—our children. Earlier I said that violence was inspired by the media. The media—our TV and movies—have a profound effect on each and every one of us. If one looks at the homicide rate in the United States over the past century, one is struck with the surge of violent death occurring after 1960. Many believe that to a great degree this is being inspired by media violence. As early as 1961 and 1963, data were available that clearly linked film violence with heightened aggressive tendencies. In 1980, an ABC study documented that 22% of juvenile crime was suggested by a television program. In 1981, the Supreme Court of the United States of America acquitted a 9-year-old boy of armed bank robbery because he performed it almost exactly the way he saw it the day before on television. Simultaneously, our children’s exposure to this is so great that I defy any of you to escape it. Consider that in a single week there are 43 hours of “war” cartoons for our very young, and in each hour, 48 acts of violence. Consider that more than 90% of all American first graders are TV regulars and that the average high school student is glued to the tube for 8 hours a day. And last, a recent estimate showed that in the 10 years between ages 5 and 15, each American child will witness 13,400 humans in some way demolished! Is it any wonder that in 1991, one third of all violent crime was committed by adolescents or that homicide, suicide, and aggravated assault lead the list for the cause of death, arrests, and imprisonments of those between the ages of 15 and 25 years? This evening, flip on the tube, go through the 40-odd channels and from the prime time hours choose from these “amusements” for your children: “Cops,” “Inside Edition,” “Rescue 911,” “The Fugitive,” “Local Crime Front,” “Defense,” “Hard Copy,” “Top Cops (Mental Patient Wields Machete),” “NYPD,” “Highlander II, Lethal Weapon II, Stalin, Dead On, Brute Force, "America’s Most Wanted,” “The Streets of San Francisco.” Or turn on “objective reporting”—the local news—and witness the sensationalism of violence and the romanticism of the gun!

The escalation in violence cannot be blamed totally on Hollywood, however. And I believe we are culpable. Since the mid-1960s, we, the American public, have insisted on a movie rating system and youth attendance restriction for sex in the cinema. Yet, until recently, no efforts have been made to apply the same approach to violence. In December, largely thanks to the efforts of U.S. Senator Paul Simon, the three major networks agreed to a set of proposed standards as a governance for television violence. This television violence act takes specific aim at trying to reduce youth crime by restricting the exposure of youths to “violence on television.” Accordingly, the act proposes production guidelines that will require that violence—murder, rape, and assault—be portrayed as having significant and serious consequences. In addition, caution would be urged in any theme or plot that eroticized violence. Hopefully, this initial step of bringing morality back to television, i.e., “crime doesn’t pay” or
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Figure 5. Mean annual death rates from tuberculosis. 1840-1970.
violence isn’t a hero, may lead to an “air bag” effect and protect the psyches of American youths before they are injured. But this and other efforts will require our support. It is time for us to demand restrictions on violence and at least limit our children’s access to it!

The other forces that fuel the violence epidemic are just as poignant, and just as seemingly difficult to understand and address. They seem to be unsolvable and they leave us with a desperate situation and one that has caused many American leaders to despair and abandon the issues.

But let me try to provide you with a ray of hope. History shows us that physicians have faced similar overwhelming epidemics, which, during their time, appeared as full of despair as violence, youth crime, and the gun mess appear to us.

From medical school, most will recall the hideous problem of tuberculosis associated with the industrial revolution (Adapted from Rosenberg, ML: Violence is a public health problem. In Maulitz, RC (ed): Unnatural Causes: The Three Leading Killer Diseases in America. New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 1988, pp 147–168). Also, most will erroneously connect the use of antimicrobials and vaccination for the last 40 years with the eradication of this disease. But the truth is that the greatest decline in the tuberculosis rates actually took place some 100 years before the development of effective chemotherapy or any vaccination program (Fig. 5). In fact, the greatest decline was realized as the public, thanks to health officials, came to understand that poor sanitation, nutrition, housing, and overcrowding all contributed to the spread of TB. Armed with this knowledge of risk factors, risk groups were identified and public education was implemented. People changed their lifestyles and their behavior, thus saving many, many lives. Although it is still early, these same principles of public health, I believe, are beginning to be applied to violence.

First and foremost, 10 years ago, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in the Department of Health and Human Services identified violence as a public health problem and moved this issue from the traditional approach of law enforcement alone. Violence prevention became the primary action focus, and the principles of surveillance, epidemiologic analysis, and programs for intervention were designed, implemented, and evaluated. The same proven principles that had been successful in previous epidemics, such as tuberculosis, smallpox, and more recently, motor vehicle crashes, began to be applied. If I could imagine looking back to 1992 from 50 or 100 years in the future, hopefully, I might see our violence epidemic and its death rate plotted like this (Fig. 6). What we would see is this extremely high death rate of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, but then as the century turns, a decline and, hopefully, within the early 21st century, a more precipitous decline in the number of deaths from violence. Similar to tuberculosis, I believe, there are already a few significant activities that are taking place. First and foremost, the CDC’s establishment of a violence epidemiology branch and from this a subsequent national workshop on violence; the current and the previous Surgeon Generals’ focus on the violence epidemic; the establishment of injury control grants, many of which have been awarded to study violence. Recently the formation of injury control panels, one dedicated to violence prevention that outlined for our government an agenda for change. And, last, youth violence has been singled out as an area that requires our maximal efforts. In 1991, a CDC-sponsored national program was initiated to guide communities in youth violence prevention programs. Specific and detailed steps, learned from earlier individual demonstration projects, were made available to help state and regional officials organize and initiate intervention to prevent youth violence. These programs hope to help community leaders identify target groups and enact strategies to save America’s next and future generations. In Philadelphia, our own Health Department held its first coalition meeting just a month ago.

But, returning to this graph (Fig. 7), two other impor-
tant events could be noted. I have arbitrarily picked the year 2015 for the handgun legislation to take place, as I believe another 20 years will be required to convince our frightened Congress that guns, like the automobile, like cigarettes, like alcohol, kill, and the best interest of society is and will be served with severe restrictions on them. But the bigger event, I hope, is that which occurs here. The EAST was founded to improve the fate of the injured. Our members represent every major trauma center and most communities east of the Mississippi River. Sitting in this room and concentrated on our rolls are the brightest, youngest, and most energetic group of traumatologists that I know. This group can do something about violence. We can have a major effect on the downward curve of this graph. I have strongly suggested speaking out and demanding gun control legislation and media violence restrictions. But the greatest effect each and every one of us can have is within our own communities. We need to be the catalysts who provoke change. Each of you is uniquely and expertly qualified to stimulate and implement the necessary actions within your home towns.

To make this point that you, the individual, can do something, let me share with you what one surgeon is doing in a well known American urban ghetto, Harlem. Applying the principles I have mentioned, Barbara Barlow, with the Harlem Hospital and community leaders over the past 10 years, has fought endlessly to restore community to Harlem. To ensure that these kids are safe, playgrounds have been restored, youth activities have been provided, and a sense of pride and hope given. She led the study of Harlem’s epidemic of violence and then specifically designed violence prevention programs in schools and churches. Teens are being taught conflict resolution without guns. Younger children in a program called “Kids, Injuries and Street Smarts” are taught by New York City EMS providers to stay in school, don’t do drugs, and how to avoid guns and the dangers of guns. These are just a few of her efforts. For their Health District, over the 3-year period of 1988 through 1991, the incidence of gunshot, stab, and assault injuries has come down. This surgeon’s leadership has made a difference in her community.

Emerson wrote, “our chief want in life is someone who will make us do what we can.” Doctor Barlow’s efforts and other similar projects scattered about this country are that smaller glimmer of hope that I see and that offer to you as the beacon. We must all do “what we can.” All it will take is your time, your dedication, and the most available talent that I see in each and every one of you, your leadership. Return home and organize your hospital, your outreach program, your colleagues, the police department, and public safety and social services; form a coalition and start the drive against violence and especially gun violence. It is through these efforts that death by bullets, violence, and the tragic premature ending of so many American lives will be halted. Trauma surgeons are the professionals who can make a difference in this great American crisis, a crisis with both danger and opportunity. The danger is to do nothing and continue to only do the “usual and customary.” But the opportunity is far greater for the true purpose of medicine—to use our skills for all the sick and with all our might better man’s time on this Earth. The time is ripe and the time is now.
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